
3 bedroom Country House for sale in Torrevieja, Alicante

5 Real Estate are very pleased to be marketing this splendid detached villa with 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with a
very large plot and private pool in one of the best areas in Torrevieja within walking distance from the beach and all
the shops.

This east facing property sits on a large plot with plenty of space around the private pool.

Inside you will find yourself in a nice guest room who also could be used as an office or just a nice sunny room.

A very spacious living room, flooded with natural light from the large window with views to the pool, is fully air
conditioned and has a fireplace so you can keep comfortable no matter the weather.

There is also a very large bedroom with his own en suite bathroom and plenty wardrobe space.

All on the same floor you have your very well-designed separate large kitchen with a very good size utility room very
with direct access to your back garden. 

A separate dining room with enough space to accommodate a large family or plenty of friends, has large glass doors
which open into your guest room.

There are two other large bedrooms with fitted wardrobes with big windows, and a renovated family bathroom with a
walk in shower.

Around the house there is a lot to discover with a special place just next to the pool where you have the BBQ and
where you could make a nice summer kitchen.
This property is one you will have to view with so much potential.

5 Real Estate are Spains fastest growing full service, fixed-fee international estate agency, with numerous offices in the
north and south Costa Blanca, as well as the Murcia region.

We are committed to providing a transparent and first-class service to all our clients, whether buyers or sellers. From
the moment you first contact us you will realise the difference we provide and promote as standard. You can be
confident you are dealing with efficient, reliable professionals with many years of experience in Spanish real estate.

At 5 Real Estate we only sell properties that are directly listed with ourselves which means we personally know each of
the vendors, their homes, and the areas in which they are located. Given our extensive portfolio of directly listed

  3 bedrooms   2 bathrooms   644m² Plot size
  Swimming Pool   Local Tax (Annual): 660   Fully Fitted Kitchen
  Private Driveway   Separate Kitchen   Proximity: Airport
  Proximity: Beach   Terrace   Garden
  Air conditioning   Proximity: Shopping   Pool type: Private
  Laundry   Drive way   Fireplace
  Walking distance to beach   Dining room   Proximity: Restaurants
  Barbecue   Accessability\proximity: Bus   Accessability\proximity: Commercial

areas

359,995€
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